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The Ronin Acorn Real Time (ART) Inventory Management Solution is a grain 
management system, which constantly measures the mass of grain stored per bin per 
site with a 99.5% accuracy on most major grain types. The Acorn Solution, uses a Level 
Measurement device installed per bin and each system is individually confi gured to the 
types and dimensions of the bins on site. The dynamics of each crop type or sub-grade are 
confi gured in the software and each bin can be registered with a specifi c content type, 
which can only be re-registered once the bin is empty. ART software facilitates the fl ow 
of information between the client’s transactional software and information generated by 
the ART system, thus allowing for real time Bin / Book comparisons enabling the silo 
manager to resolve any stock problems as they occur. The Art System features an alarm 
system, which will alarm for un-authorized daytime and or after hours movements.

In order for the ART system to be accurate, it requires accurate foundations. These 
foundations are:

 1 Site Survey – wherein the dimensions and shape of each bin is determined by the 
  survey team. The survey team requires an empty bin of each individual bin type
  located upon a row of bins and per row of bins in order to determine individual 
  internal height, diameter and foot confi guration
 2 Bin Confi guration – each bin is individually confi gured within ART in regards to bin 
  shape and dimensions as well as in regards to fl ow rate
 3 Laser Positioning – each laser is positioned according to the best performance 
  position versus the most practical installation position and is confi gured in the ‘Bin 
  Confi guration for projection & offset.

INTRODUCTION---

SITE SETUP - OVERVIEW---

VARYING BIN DIMENSIONS
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SITE SETUP - SURVEY---
The objective of surveying a grain silo complex is the accurate determination of bin 
dimensions and confi gurations. Grain silo complexes are designed to cater to 4 main 
criteria, these are as follows:

 1 Grain silo complexes are generally located centrally within a grain producing area, 
  as such the potential storage capacity of the complex is designed to store the 
  potential harvest generated by the farming area to which they cater. 
 2 Grain silo complexes are designed to store the specifi c commodities, or grain 
  types generated by the grain growing area. As such the individual bin designs may 
  differ to cater for different grain types and the inclusion of driers and or aeration 
  may or may not be necessary (subject to prevalent weather conditions). 
 3 The geography and weather condition found in the grain growing area can heavily 
  infl uence the design of a grain silo complex. These factors can determine if the 
  complex is to be made of cement or steel, its discharge mechanisms, if it requires 
  to anchored underground etc. 
 4 Lastly the cost of construction will infl uence the materials used as well as whether 
  or not the complex will be built in phases or in its entirety. Often grain silo 
  complexes are built in phases to suite the cash fl ow of the grain silo company and 
  or will be constructed in phases to refl ect the growth in the potential harvest of the 
  grain growing area.

Therefore the size, the storage potential, the design and or the confi guration of the 
storage complex will be unique to the grain grown in and the geography of the area. 
Therefore grain silo complexes are generally unique with no two complexes identical. 

In order to understand some of the vagaries related to surveying it is necessary to under-
stand the general procedures followed in building a grain silo complex as illustrated in 
the following diagrams:
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SITE SETUP - SURVEY---
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- SITE SETUP - SURVEY---
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Transfer Height = a + b +  c + d = T
Internal Height   = T - b +  c + d = a

As such the area of construction which has the largest degree of accuracy is the foot con-
fi guration and bin diameter as these are constructed from molds, with the individual bin 
heights incurring the least degree of accuracy. Therefore, due to the construction method 
as well as potential bin movements, it is necessary to conduct a full survey and not utilize 
construction diagrams. 

Therefore the silo is constructed in such a way that each bin is free standing, independent 
of neighboring bins and as such capable of independent movement. 
An above ground grain silo complex requires similar steps although it is not erected with 
signifi cant ground anchors. Therefore construction diagrams and external confi rmations 
can be generally relied upon for above ground silo complexes.
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SITE SETUP - CONFIGURATION---
There are 3 area’s of confi guration within the ART system, these are:

 1 Bin Confi guration – each bin is individually confi gured within ART in regards to bin 
  shape and dimensions as well as in regards to fl ow rate.
 2 Site Confi guration – includes grain type registry, authorities & access, alarms & 
  thresholds as well as ‘out of bin’ registry.
 3 Network Confi guration – addresses, data base integration/transfers, sms server 
  transfers, data base confi gurations etc. 

All of the above points are confi gured by your service provider and network 
administrator during installation, however in regards to point 1 it is important to 
note that each bin is individually confi gured for the following:

 1  Bin shape – essentially the ‘foot confi guration’, this establishes the perimeter of 
  the bin as well as the confi guration of surfaces that are not part of the perimeter, 
  please note that ART does not have a roof confi guration as the bin roof has no 
  relevance to the system.
 2 Bin Dimensions – the dimensions to apply to the perimeter and surfaces which 
  make up the bin shape.
 3 Flow rate – the rate of fi ll/discharge at which the bin usually operates, in tons/hour
 4 Laser – the position of the laser inside the bin as well as its address

Should any of the Bin Confi guration points be changed or be incorrect then the bin will 
not report accurately. 

Some examples of common Bin Shape foot confi gurations:

SITE SETUP - CONFIGURATION/BIN SHAPE--
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The ART system utilises a laser range fi nder to measure 
and monitor the distance between the laser and the sur-
face of the grain profi le. The ART monitor generates a 
potential surface profi le of the grain relevant to the bin 
confi guration and grain type. This profi le resembles a 
web where all points are known and can be expressed 
in terms of X, Y & Z and can be correlated to a similar 
web representing the foot confi guration. This is the proc-
ess that ART monitor applies to determine the volume of 
grain contained in the bin. The laser constantly reports 
the distance to ART monitor, which in turn affects pro-
fi le changes to the system if the distance decreases (a 
fi ll event) or increases (a discharge events), subject to all 
relevant conditions being met. These profi le changes, 
affected by ART monitor, are again relevant to the bin 
confi guration and grain type selected as well as to previ-
ous profi le changes and is referred to as ‘profi le manage-
ment’ or ‘Profi le lock’.

SITE SETUP - CONFIGURATION/LASER POSITION-
Generally the laser will be mounted local to the bin access hatch or the hatch most cen-
tral to the centre of the bin, in the most practical position for installation & maintenance 
purposes. After installation the laser is swung out of the grain fl ow, so that the laser and 
cables are not affected by the direct fl ow of grain. All ingress points are sealed to prevent 
the transfer of fumigation gases. The laser is positioned relevant to the bin confi guration 
and mounting position and locked into position. This position is recorded in the ‘Bin 
Confi guration’.

METHODOLOGY
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METHODOLOGY - PROFILE--
This profi le resembles a web where all points are known and can be expressed in terms 
of X, Y & Z. Furthermore they can be correlated to a similar web representing the foot 
confi guration.  This is the process that ART monitor applies to determine the volume of 
grain contained in the bin.
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- METHODOLOGY - PROFILE PHASES/MAJORITY FLOW TYPE

METHODOLOGY - PROFILE PHASES/MINORITY FLOW TYPE
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METHODOLOGY - PROFILE PHASES/RESIDUAL & UNACCEPTABLE

SINGLE BIN ARCHITECTURE
“Blanking Distance” The Laser range Finder requires at least 200mm between the point of 
the laser and the point of Measurement in order to measure correctly 
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CONTROLL BOX SCHEMATIC

DEVICE DIAGNOSTICS
Device Colour Status Description 

Adam Green On 

Off 

Heartbeat 

Not Working 

Radio Red 

Green 

Yellow 

On 

Off 

On 

On 

Power on 

Not working 

Transmit 

Receive 

UPS Display 

Green 

On 

Off 

On 

Off 

On Line 

No Power/Faulty 

Working 

No Power/Faulty 

12V/24V Power 

supply 

Green On 

Off 

Working 

No Power/Faulty 
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ART SITE ARCHITECTURE

Communication structure on site  
From the PC the Artmonitor requests a distance from the laser. 1. The radios act as a link 
between the offi ce and the silo. 2. Each bin is given an address by the Adam controller 
making each bin unique. 3. The Artmonitor connects to the bin through the radios from 
there it uses the installed copper cable talking RS485 connecting to each bin. 4. It will 
fi rst connect to the Adam in bin 1 and from there to the laser in bin 1 asking for a dis-
tance 5. The laser in turn will give the software an average of 5 distances measured. The 
software will then process the distance and then it will move on to the rest of the bins 
until it has completed the cycle and start over again 

Network Communication structure on site 
The Artmonitor also communicate with the Artserver at Head offi ce, using TCP/IP 1. The 
Art software will generate a site fi le every  hour containing all information on site and 
send that through  to the Artserver. 2. The Artmonitor also receives two fi les from the 
Artserver ,one being the transactional  fi le used to calculate the average 3. bulk densities 
and the other the book values, used for daily comparisons between ART and the book.
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WIDE AREA NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

Head Offi ce network infrastructure
 
Daily the AS400 generates a text fi le containing the transactions as well as the book 
mass fi gures for the site. 

1.  This text fi le is given to the Artserver at H.O. at 12:00PM every night 

2.  The Artserver processes this fi le, saves the information in the SQL sever database  
 and send two fi les, one containing the transactions and one containing the book  
 values to site via the installed TCP/IP network. 

3.  The Artserver at H.O. also receives regular site fi les from the Artmonitor at Oraje 
 rivier silo which is processed and stored in the SQL database. 

4.  The authorized personnel at Head Offi ce has then access to this database through  
 the excel platform to generate daily reports.
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LOGIN
Starting the Art Software 
Click on the Ronin Art icon on the desktop or the taskbar.

The Art System Login Panel  

SYSTEM - STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES
The following points detail the systems standard operating procedures: 

1.  Open (log onto) the software in the mornings and close (log off) the software 
 in the evenings. 
2.  Update the out of bin stock before logging off, everyday. 
3.  Ensure that all received loads are assigned to the correct bins. 
4.  Ensure that the bin not fi lled to within the blanking distance 
5.  Always select a grain type before you start to fi ll a bin, if you have already fi lled 
 some grain into a bin without selecting a grain type contact your system 
 administrator or Ronin. 
6.  When the bin is in a ‘LOE’ state, the bin will be in a dust condition, do    
 not  conduct bi-directional movements as the system will lose profi le. 
7.   Bins in ‘Remainder state’ must be emptied as soon as possible. 
8.   Ensure that the bins mass has updated before any movement in that bin take place.  
9.  Monitor the surplus and shortage values in order to detect any system deviations. 
10.  Ensure that the Last Boo Mass Update is updated everyday. If the date is incorrect   
 the  surplus/defi cit values will be incorrect. The date will only be incorrect if the site is  
 not  on the network and it must be reported.
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SITE OVERVIEW

SITE OVERVIEW - PANEL DESCRIPTION

14



SITE OVERVIEW - SITE CONTENT PANEL

The Site Content Panel The Selection drop down box allows one of three data sets 
to be displayed:  

  to an Excel spreadsheet in the directory of choice

SITE OVERVIEW - SITE CONTENT PANEL/SUMMARY

With Content Summary selected the Site Content Panel has four columns: 
1.  Content type – displays the grain type 
2. Total Mass – displays the Art total for the grain type displayed in tons 
3.  Book Mass – displays site total for the grain type as measured over  the weighbridge 
 or by dipping the bin
4.  Variance -  displays the difference between the Art and site masses  positive values 
 indicate a surplus on the Art values 

The Site Total at the bottom displays the Art and site masses for all grain types  as well 
as the variance between these.

15



SITE OVERVIEW - SITE CONTENT PANEL/DETAIL

With Content Detail selected the Site Content Information Panel has the  same four 
columns as it had with Content Summary selected, the content  type display is now 
broken into grain grades for a more detailed analysis. 

SITE OVERVIEW - SITE CONTENT PANEL/BIN DETAIL

With Bin Detail selected the Site Content Information Panel has fi ve columns: 

1.  Bin – displays the bin number 
2.  Distance – displays the bin height from top 
3.  Mass – displays the mass of grain in tons 
4.  Content - displays the grain grade in the bin 
5.  Density – displays the density used for the Art Mass calculation

16



SITE OVERVIEW - OUT OF BIN STOCK

The Out Of Bin Stock Panel allows grain that has been removed from a bin without being 
entered into the site computer to be accounted for in the Art/site comparison sheets. For 
example if 80 tons were drawn from a bin and loaded into the Drier, Art Software would 
report an 80 ton movement that was unaccounted for as it would not have been booked 
out over the weighbridge. This can be resolved by entering the approximate amount of 
grain moved in the appropriate location on the Out of Bin Stock Panel. The same proce-
dure can be done for incoming grain that is not loaded into a bin but goes to a drier or 
load out bin.  As the Art/site comparison is based on end of day values the Out of Bin 
Stock Panel needs only be updated at the end of each day.

To enter a mass into the panel double click the required location 
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SITE OVERVIEW - OUT OF BIN STOCK Cont.

 allowing the grain grade and mass to be set. 

 Contents drop Down Box. 

 click on the appropriate one to select it. 

 the Mass Box. 

 will be displayed In the selected location in  
 the panel. 

 double click on it and select Empty.

SITE OVERVIEW - SIDE STATUS PANEL
The Site Status Panel displays information relevant to the operation of the site and also 
allows  the site to be opened and closed. 

The Comms Status window indicates the communication status with the device’s. If the 

message will be  displayed in red text with the bin numbers.
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The Operating Status window indicates 
operating status of the silo. If all belts and  
elevators are stopped and all load out bins 

ing” will be displayed. The site can then be 
closed in the Art Software. 

If either the belts or elevators are moving 
or a load out bin is open the message  “Site Operating” will be displayed and the site 
cannot be closed. 

The Operating Times window displays the allowable operating times for the site for  
week days as well as the weekend. The site may only be open during these times,  
should the site be open outside of these times an alarm will be generated.  

The Open Site button is used to open the site at the start of day, or on returning from  a 
break. Once Open Site is pressed the Art System Login Box will pop up.

As when starting the Art Software a user name and password are required to 
open the site.  
 Default user name is also:  site 
 Default password remains:  manager Once entered click on OK to open the site. 

The Close Site button is used to close the site at the end of day, or any time that move-
ment on the site is not permitted. Once the site is closed, alarms will be generated if 
any of the following occur: 

 dated. When you click on ‘Close Site’ a reminder will pop up.  

Click Yes to close the site and No to go back and update the Out of Bin S
tock before closing

SITE OVERVIEW - SITE STATUS PANEL/OPERATING STATUS

19



SINGLE BIN OVERVIEW

SITE OVERVIEW - SITE STATUS PANEL/PASSWORD CHAGES 

Click on the Password Button The RoninGMS – Change Password Box 
will pop up

The current password must be entered to allow access, the new password can be en-
tered and must then be confi rmed. The password is case sensitive. The new password 
will then be used to both open the site as well as to login to the Art Software.
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SITE OVERVIEW - PANEL DESCRIPTION

SITE OVERVIEW - BIN DETAIL

The Bin Display Indicates  

1. The available space  

2. The grain shape (in, out or in between) 

3. The bin number 

4. The state of the bin 

5. The grain colour is represented and the 
 grain level is  indicated as a bar graph 

6.  The grain grade  

7.  The mass of grain in the bin Bins are laid
 out to represent the layout of the site

Bins are highlighted 
as shown above 

when the cursor is 
dragged over them
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SINGLE BIN OVERVIEW - BIN STATUS

The GREEN tick on the bin indicates that the current bin 
state is correct.  This means that communication to the bin is 
correct and that the mass value inside  the bin is up to date. 

The YELLOW triangle with the exclamation mark on the bin 
indicates that the bin is  in a warning state. The warning could 
indicate communication problems and that the current mass 

The RED dot with the cross on the bin indicates that the 
current bin state is faulty.  This means that there is no 
communication to the device for that bin and the  mass 
inside the bin is not up to date. 
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SINGLE BIN OVERVIEW - CURRENT MEASUREMENT PANEL

Not available with the ART 
laser systems. CIMBRIA
temperatur monitoring required 
to gather this data.

The Set Empty Button will 
become available once the 
bin has entered into Re-
mainder Status.  The bin can 
then refi lled with a different 
Grain type.

The Current Measurements Panel indicates the following data 
relevant for the selected bin: 

Center Distance – distance in meters from the bin roof to the centre
 of the grain shape 

Mass – mass of grain in tons 

Available Mass – remaining space in the bin in tons 

Content type – the grain grade, or Empty 

Density – the bin density used in Art mass calculations 

Base Density – the starting density for the selected grain type 

Temperature – the air temperature at the measurement instrument 

 Max Temp – maximum recorded temperature 
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SINGLE BIN OVERVIEW - CURRENT PANEL/SELECT CONTENT

The Set Empty Button can be 
used to empty the bin once  it 
has reached Remainder State 
in a discharge phase. 

In the Current Measurements 
Panel click on the Change 
Button.

A bin can be registered for any grain type, in so long as the bin is empty. A bin cannot 
be re-registered if it is not empty, although different grades of the registered grain type 
can be registered for the bin, even if the bin is not yet empty. 

The Change Bin Content Panel will pop up. The bin number and current contents are 
displayed. To enter a new grain grade click on the New Contents drop down box, a list 
of all the Grain Grade will be displayed. Click to select the appropriate grade then click 
on OK to apply it.
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SINGLE BIN OVERVIEW - PROFILE PANEL

A) The Profi le View Panel indicates the 
grain shape.  It will automatically change 
between in and out grain shapes, and will 
show the approximate level of grain as a 
bar graph. 

B) Clicking on the bin diagram in the Pro-
fi le View will produce a red line through the 
length of the bin. This red line can be dragged 
across the bin and the respective grain height 
and position at the red line is displayed in 
the grey box alongside. Note this height is 
the grain height from the base of the bin to 
the top of the grain and is therefore the in-
verse of the distance displayed in the Current 
Measurements Panel. The position displayed 
is in meters from the bin center, with the bin 
center indicated by 0 meters. 

C) The Bin Content Viewer displays a three 
dimensional view of the base of the bin and 
the top level of the grain in the bin. It will au-
tomatically adjust to load in and out profi les 
as well as in between profi les.  The buttons 
around the perimeter of the screen can be 
used to manipulate the view shown.

A

B

C

Clicking on the 3D View 
Button will open the Bin 

Content Viewer
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The Communication Status 
Panel displays data relevant to 
the communication between 
the measuring equipment in 
the Silo and the Silo Offi ce. 
Last Accepted Distance – the 
most recent distance received 
from the measuring equip-
ment  and applied to calculate 
the bin mass, the date and 
time of this distance are dis-
played below Last Received 
Distance – the most recent 

distance received from the measuring equipment,  there will be a short delay 
between receiving this distance and applying it to the bin mass  calculation if the 
bin has just been fi lled. The bin mass will therefore not be correct if the Last Ac-
cepted and Last Received Distances differ. Last Reject reason – A distance will be 
rejected if the measuring equipment reports a fault status, or if the last Loss of 
Echo was too recent. In which case the reason will be displayed. Loss of Echo – if 
the measuring equipment cannot receive a signal the status is termed Loss of 
Echo and typically occurs when a bin is fi lling. Device Status – reports faults on the 
measuring equipment.

Remainder State – Once a bin is close to empty it goes into a Remainder State 
which for any bin with a fl at section of base means that a preset mass will be dis-
played. This mass will be cleared as it is booked out over the weighbridge or to 
another bin. 
Set Empty Button in the Current Measurements Panel can be used to empty 
the bin when it is completely empty if it does not do so automatically. The Button 
will only become active when the bin reaches Remainder State so that a full bin 
cannot be emptied. 
Communication Status – Indicates if communication with the bin is currently 
active or not.

 To Return to the Overview Page 
 click on the Overview Button.

SINGLE BIN OVERVIEW - COMUNICATION STATUS PANEL
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Setting the Trend End Date: The default trend end 
date is the current date and will be displayed in the End 
Date Drop Down Box. To change the trend end date 
click on the Drop Down Box, a calendar with the cur-
rent date will be displayed. To select a new date click on 
the desired day on the calendar. To scroll to a different 
month click on the right/left arrows above the calendar. 

The new date will now be displayed in the End Date Drop Down Box. The Update But-
ton must be clicked to apply the new date. The current date will always be displayed at 
the bottom of the calendar and will be highlighted by a red border. 

SINGLE BIN OVERVIEW - TRENDS PANEL

The Trends Panel allows a history of the bin’s movements to be viewed in graph form. 
The  blue line on the trend represents the grain Mass in the bin and the grey line 
represents the  Distance or height from top. The scale on the left hand side of the 
graph indicates the Mass in tons and the scale to the  right of the graph allows the Dis-
tance to be read. The Distance scale is inverted to read from top to bottom so that the 
Distance trend will incline as the grain mass increases. The date is shown along the base of 
the chart. 

SINGLE BIN OVERVIEW - TREND PANEL/DISPLAY PERIOD

To change the trend display period: click on the Pe-
riod  Drop Down Box. A choice of trend periods ranging 
from One Day to One Year can be selected and will be 
displayed   on the graph. The Update Button above the 
graph must be clicked to apply any changes.
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SINGLE BIN OVERVIEW - TRENDS PANEL OVERVIEW

Clicking on the graph will place a vertical red line across it at the point clicked. The 
date, Time, Mass and Distance displayed in the grey box at the bottom left of the graph 
are  representative of the point on the graph that the red line cuts through. Once the 
required  trend period has been selected the red line can be dragged by the cursor to 
read the Mass  and Distance at the desired Date and Time. Clicking on the Save to File 
Button will save the displayed Date, Time, Mass and Distance to an Excel spreadsheet 
in the directory of choice. 

ART LITE OVERVIEW 
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ART LITE UPDATE PAGE

The software consists of two components namely the Artmonitor and the ARTview 
ARTMonitor. The Artmonitor runs as a service on the PC and will start automatically 
when the PC restarts. In the event of having to start it manually do the following: 

1. Right Click on the Start ART icon on the desktop, click on run as administrator 
2. Click continue. 
3. The Artmonitor will now start To stop the ARTmonitor 

1. Right Click on the Stop ART icon on the desktop 
2. Click on run as administrator 
3. Click continue The Artmonitor will now stop 

This message box will appear if the Artview  is open but the Artmonitor is not running 

Solution: Stop the Artview and Artmonitor 
and start both programs again

ART LITE START UP 
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TROUBLE SHOOTING - DEVIATIONS

The art system will only change the 
mass if a change in distance occurs. 

Example: The Artmonitor receives a dis-
tance from bin1, the distance must con-
form to the following requirements  be-
fore the distance will be accepted: 

‘LOE’( Loss of Echo), 

Is the bin state ‘LOE’ (Bin not Respond-
ing) - normally present during  intake, 
No mass change will occur during a LOE 
state. 

‘Remainder’ 

Is the bin in ‘Remainder’ - Bins that do not empty by themselves will go into a remainder 
state (multiple draw point bins) Bin must be emptied out and set empty manually before 
a new grain type can be allocated to the bin.  

Intake/dispatch capacity 

The distance change must conform to the intake/dispatch capacity. The capacity is the 
speed at which the silo can receive or dispatch grain The distance change must be in line 
with the silo capacity e.g. 1m = 100t Intake Capacity = 100t per hour, ART will accept a 
1m distance change if it occurred over a period of 1 hour If any of the above conditions 
are true the mass will not be adjusted

The bin mass could be calculated incorrectly due to the following: 

Faulty devices  

Check all devices and make sure they are working

Incorrect bulk density  

ART  calculates a weighted average bulk density from the grading information it receives 
If the bulk density is not measured correctly or the grain 
does not go to the allocated bins  the calculated mass will be incorrect 
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TROUBLE SHOOTING - DEVIATIONS
1. Check the base density 
2. The base density is the calculated 
 average bulk density 
3. The density is the base density plus  
 the sedimentary factor.

Incorrect Profi le 

It is not possible to precisely determine the grain profi le without contacting Ronin, 
however the silo manager should have a reasonable idea if the profi le is a fi ll or discharge 
phase, if the 3D view of the profi le is not representative of the grain profi le, then you have 
lost profi le lock, contact your system administrator or Ronin. 

Incorrect profi les are caused by the following: 

1.  Bins in which bi-directional movements took place, (fi lling and or discharging at the 
 same time) during an ‘LOE’ state. 
2.  Bins where grain movement took place when the system had a fault. 
3.  Bins where grain are reacting abnormally due to the grain properties  

Incorrect distance 

Compare the ART distance with the tape measure 
This is the distance from the underside of the roof to grain..
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TROUBLE SHOOTING - SYSTEM FAULTS/SOFTWARE

Bin or Bins not updating:

Is there errors in the comms status box?  

Bin is in ‘Remainder State’.

Did you allocate a grain type?  

Check the Device status: 

 wait for’LOE’ state to expire 

 ‘Last received distance’ the same? 

 intake/dispatch capacity Changed? 

TROUBLE SHOOTING - SYSTEM FAULTS/HARDWARE

Bin or bins are not updating 

When errors are displayed in the Comms Staus box it could be the following 

1.   Laser is faulty  
2.  Adam is faulty  
3.  Radios are faulty  
4.  UPS is off 

Solutions 

Make sure the laser dust tube is clean from webs  

1.  Is green LED on the ADAM on.(If not replace the fuse) 
2.  Is the LED’s on the radio on. (If not replace the fuse) 
3.  Is the UPS on. (If not switch the UPS on) If none of the 
 above resolved the issue contact Ronin.
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